High-speed transient-recording microprocessor system for the analysis of asymmetrical diffraction spectra from striated muscle.
A microprocessor based digital recording system has been developed to study the fine structure and asymmetry of diffraction spectra from striated muscle during contraction. Two linear 256-element photodiode arrays provide analog videosignals of the diffraction lines imaged onto these charged coupled devices. The photodiode arrays are alternately read and the videosignals can be digitized and stored within 1.36 ms (two images of 256 points) with a spatial resolution of 5 nm. (In this paper the spatial resolution is considered to be the standard deviation of the first-order maximum of a monochromatic wave of the He/Ne laser measured from the diode-arrays, using ideal gratings with a spacing between 1.6 and 3.6 microns.) The system's memory with a capacity of 192 pairs of images of 256 points can be optimized by means of a threshold to contain about 2000 images without any loss of information. A transient recording approach makes the system capable of recording long term slow phenomena of up to 5 s as well as fast events and the combination of fast events within slow processes. The system presented here has a significantly improved time resolution and storage capacity when compared to other systems and is more versatile. This is the first system which enables the simultaneous examination of the fine structure and asymmetry of diffraction spectra.